
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































50 ON THE THEOLOGY BOOK VI.

greuions " into the worlds, on this account tliey were called Corybantes.

For rt Htpu, to Icoron, is every where significant of purity, as Socrates says

in the Cratylus ; since also you may say, that our mistress Core was no

otherwise denominated than from purity, and an unpolluted life. Rutin

consequence of her alliance to this order, she produces twofold guardian

, triads, one indeed in conjunction with her father, but the other herself, by

and from herself, imitating in this respect the whole vivific Goddess. For

she constitutes the first Curetes.

Every where, therefore, the guardian and undefiled order is thus deno

minated by the Grecian theology. Above, however, it is more simple

and impartible; but beneath, among the ruling Gods, it presents itself

to the view with division and variety. Hence the Corybantes require the

Minerval monad, and in a particular manner they are in want of the

third Minerval monad, which unites their progression, sustains their

armed motion, aud in short, converts them to their proj>er principles.

Moreover, this number the triad, is adapted to these guardian powers, as

being perfect, and uniformly comprehending the beginning, middle, and

end of secondary natures ; for every thing which guards, hastens on all

sides to comprehend that which is guarded. The triad also preserves the

essences, powers, and energies of secondary natures, firm and unmoved.

In the intellectual Gods indeed the three [unpolluted] monads, were

divided about the three fathers ; but here the triad is said to guard Core

en all sides, since she also has preeslablishcd triple monads in herself, as

we before observed. All these monads, therefore, are preserved immu

table through the guardianship of the unpolluted Gods, both in abiding

and proceeding. And what else lx.-sides this guardian genus of Gods is

fit to be coarranged with prolific powers ? For this coarraugenienl is

netessarv, in order that these guardian deities may sustain all the progres

sions of these powers, and the multiplications in their generations, and

may manifestly render their motions immutably established in them

selves. And on this account indeed the Gods (ill all things with them

selves, aud generate all things, and do not depart from any thing cither

• For n;i ;•...;, it Is necessity to read tfrntw.
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of first or last natures. But by being in themselves, they are present to

all things, and filling themselves, they fill all secondary natures. And

neither does their inflexibility remain unprolific, nor does their fecundity,

receive any thing from subordinate natures, but prolific abundance, und

immutable power, are in them connascently conjoined. These things

have linen briefly asserted concerning the undefiled deity, who is coar-

ranged with the ruling Gods, both by Plato, and the Grecian theologists.

CHAPTER XIV.

Again, resuming [the same subject/] let us discuss in common such

things as Parmenides delivers to us concerning the whole order of Gods

that are called assimilative rulers and leaders. For it is necessary, as we

have before observed, to refer the whole divided theory [respecting the

Gods] to the common and one mystic doctrine of Parmenides. For

there we shall find the connexion of the divine orders, and their common

powers delivered to us by Plato in a continued series. The same and the

different, therefore, define for us the peculiarity of the demiurgic order.

And according to these, we have unfolded in what has been before said,

the paternal and prolific cause of the demiurgus, his unpolluted fountain,

and the separative power in him, conformably to which he divides his

own kingdom from that of Saturn. Since, however, the whole order of

the assimilative Gods, is suspended from the demiurgic monad, subsists

about, is converted to, and perfected by it, it is indeed necessary to refer

the signs of this order to the demiurgic signs, and to give to the former a

well-ordered generation proceeding in measures from the latter. For

thus the coherence of the divine genera with each other, will become

more apparent, and the evolution into light of secondary from more
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